UNBOUNDED NORMAL OPERATORS
IN HILBERT SPACE
BY

S. KANIEL(i)

Introduction
The theory of abstract unbounded operators and their extensions developed
along two main lines. The first is the theory of extensions of symmetric operators
(Achiezer and Glasman [3]). In this case the problem is to extend a symmetric
operator to a self-adjoint one. This theory includes necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of such extensions, as well as complete characterization of the nature of these extensions, especially the nature of the spectrum of
various extensions pertaining to the same operator.
This theory imposes severe conditions and can be applied only in particular
cases. In order to deal with abstract problems arising in the theory of partial
differential equations and integral equations a relaxation is needed. The notions
of "generalized solution," "weak solution," etc. (for example in Lax [1]) and
the theory of distributions lead to the following problem of extension of general abstract operators. (For the sake of simplicity the illustration below will be
confined to operators acting in Hubert space.)
The operator (differential, integral, etc.) 9~ is embedded in a certain space E.
In this space a "natural" domain D0 is considered. Denote ^"acting on D0 by f0.
f0 is in general bounded below on750 so it may be closed to an operator T0 =>T0
acting on D0 zdD0. By this process the "generalized solutions" are obtained.
In most cases the range of T0 is not the whole space so an extension is
needed. Among all possible extensions only the "weak solutions" are considered.
They are obtained by looking at a natural "formal adjoint" &"* defined on the
closure of the set730. Denote this operator by T* and denote (Tf)* by Tx. Any
function in the domain of Ty is called a "weak solution." In general the range
of Ty is the whole space but there are "too many" weak solutions because there
are null solutions. So the problem is to find an intermediate T0cTcT,
having
a bounded inverse defined on the whole space. Somewhat different versions are in
G. C. Rota [4] and Gohberg and Krein [5]. These general theories have only
weak results, because of the generality of the operators considered.
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In this work the author attempts to find "intermediates" between symmetric
and general operators ; these are the unbounded normal operators.
Unbounded normal operators are defined in Chapter 2. In addition to the
commutative relations there are conditions imposed on the domains of a normal
operator and its adjoint. Most of this chapter is devoted to theorems dealing
with properties of such operators. In Chapter 3 the extensions of normal operators
are considered. An important particular case is the complete normal extensions.
These have an inverse which is a bounded normal operator. In this case there are
theorems investigating the local behaviour of the spectrum, the asymptotic
distribution of the eigenvalues, etc. Some theorems on general unbounded operators are obtained in the first chapter.

Chapter

1. General Unbounded Operators

This chapter which is of introductory type will deal with properties of general
(closed) unbounded operators and their extensions. Some of the theorems cited
in this chapter are known and will be given without proof except cases where
adding the proof is desirable for fluent reading of the subsequent paragraphs.
Throughout this paper : Capital letters S, T, etc., will be used to denote operators.
The domain of an operator T will be denoted by DT, its range by Ar. Sequences
will be denoted by {/„},{&}, etc. Other notations are standard in some basic
books (and are not standard in the others).
Definition 1.1. An operator S will be called an extension of an operator

Tif:
(a) Ds =>DT,

(b) if/6DTthenS/=T/.
Denote it briefly by S =>T (S contains T).
Definition 1.2. A point X will be called a regular point of T(or Tis regular
in the point X) if there exists a constant C such that :

||T/-A/|

= C||/|| for feDT.

The complement of the regular points will be called the spectrum of T. T is regular
means: T is regular in zero.
A known theorem is the following: For any closed operator the set of its
regular points is open (this theorem will be proved implicitly by Theorem 1.2).

Definition 1.3. T regular in A.The deficiency index of T —XI will be the
dimension of the orthogonal complement of Ar_^/. (The deficiency index may be
finite or infinite.)
A known theorem asserts that the deficiency index of T —XI is constant (with
respect to X) in any connected component of the set of the regular points of T.
(This theorem too will be proved by Theorem 1.2.)
A general operator T may be extended in a variety of ways, but the interesting extensions are obtained as the restriction of an adjoint operator in the following way:
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1.4. T*czT*. f will be called an extension of T with respect to

TÎ if:
(a) TzoT,
(b) TcziT*)*.
Definition 1.5. Tis a regular extension of T if Tis regular, fis a complete
regular extension if Ay = 77 (the entire space).
Definition 1.6. T is regular in X. The greatest constant C satisfying:

|| T/- A/|| ^ C ||/| for/e DT will be called the greatest lower bound of Tx.
Lemma 1.1. T is a regular operator and is bounded below by C. Conclusions:

(a) Ar. = 77.
(b) There exists a unique right inverse S to T* iT*S = I) bounded from
above by 1/C and mapping H into AT.

Proof. The theorem as well as the proof can be found in the literature (perhaps
in a somewhat different setting). The proof will be given for the sake of completeness.
It is clear that (a) follows from (b). In order to prove (b) define a functional
lh acting on functions in AT in the following way: If (b = Tg then //,(</>)
= ig,h)
where n is an arbitrary fixed element. This functional is bounded because :

r, n
( }

W) . (s,h)^IklHHl, 1HHH1- in.,!
w\~ in =" i*¡ "" ir*i =c|1*"-

Therefore lhi(b)can be represented by a function/, fe AT, satisfying:

(1.2)

W) = (^,/) = (Tg,/) = (g,n).

Hence by the definition of T* : h = T*/and by (1.1) || h \\ ^ C |/||. It is clear that
the mapping h ->/is linear ; denote this operator by S. So by (1.2) (Tg, Sh) = ig, h)
or T*S = 7. It is evident that S satisfies (b). The uniqueness follows from the

unique definition off.
With the aid of this lemma the existence of extensions of a regular operator T
with respect to a regular Ty*czT* can be proved and estimates of the greatest
lower bound can be obtained in the following way :
Theorem 1.1. T and T* (T*c T*) are regular operators; c, c* are their
greatest lower bounds respectively.
Conclusion: There exists a complete regular extension of T with respect to
T*, denote it by f having c = min {c,c*} as its greatest lower bound.

Proof. The idea is to generalize Krein's method of extension of symmetric
operators. By the conditions of this theorem Ar is a closed subspace and the
mapping 7?: T/->/defines a bounded operator from Ar into 77with 1/c as a bound.
Obviously TR = 7 (on Ar). Extend R boundedly to an operator R in such a way
that iT*)*R = 7 (on 77). By this equality & has a left inverse ; denote it by f which
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Moreover the lower bound of f is the upper bound of

73and Af = H.
The extension will be carried by two steps. The first step will be the extension
of PR where P denotes the projection operator from 77 to ATj. The second step will
be the extension of (7 —P)R. Consider Lemma 1.1 for the operator T*. There
exists an operator S such that iT*)*S —I mapping 77 into Ar«. On the other hand

iT*)*PR =7, because for any/£Dfi(/e

Ar) and g e DT*:

anfPRf, g) = iPRf,T*g)= iRf,Tx*g)
= iTRf g) = (/, g).
Hence by the uniqueness of S it follows that S =>PR. Denote now S by (PjR) ~ the
desired extension of PR.

Extend now (7 —P)R to (7 —P)R~ in such a way that A(/_P)R~ will be orthogonal to Ar. and the extended operator will satisfy:
(1.3)

||%||2

= ||(PÄrg||2

+ ||(7-P)R~g||2^[max

{±,±}

^\\g\\2.

Define the bilinear symmetric form :

(1.4)

[/,*] = [max {1,-U ] \f,g) -iiPR)f~APR)~g).

By Lemma 1.1, |/||2 • (1/c*)2ZiiPR)~fAPR)~f);

hence [/,/] = 0. Define

[[/]] = [/,/]1/2 and observe that (1.3) may be written as:

(L5)

I (/ -P)R~f\\£ [[/]]•

As [[ ]] is a semi-norm and iPR) ~ is a continuous operator, it follows that the
linear manifold of all g satisfying [[g]] = 0 is a closed subspace K. Therefore
the quotient space H/K can be defined, by assigning [| ]] as its norm and [
as its scalar product. Complete this space to a Hubert space Ê.
The inequality || (7 - P)Rf\\ = [[/]] is valid because || PRf\\2 + \\(7 - P)Rf\\2
= ||R/||2á(l/c2)||/||2.
Therefore by the mapping 77-+7/the operator (7-P)Ris
mapped into a continuous operator defined on the image of Ar and having its
range in the image of the orthogonal complement of Ar.. Extend now this operator
to fi keeping its norm fixed and keeping its range in the image of Ar.. This
extension induces extension of the original operator (7 —P)R to (7 —P)R which
satisfies (1.5). Hence R = iPR) ~ + (7 - P)R satisfies (1.3), the desired inequality.
For applications in the next chapters it is important to know the dependence
of AT-XI on X. In certain cases it is more convenient to investigate the dependence of the orthogonal complement to the range.
The following theorem describes the nature of dependence in case that T has
a finite deficiency index.
Theorem 1.2. T is regular in X0and has a finite deficiency index n. fu ••-,/„ are
n orthonormal functions which span [Ar_.io/]+ (the orthogonal complement).
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7n this case there exist analytic functions in a neighborhood of X0 ifrom the
complex plane to the space) fx(X),f2(X),---,fn(X) which span [Ar_^/]+
and

/¡0V>=/¡,i = 1,2,—, n.
Proof. Without loss of generality it is sufficient to consider the case where
X0= 0. Denote T~x by R' (defined only on AT) and extend R' boundedly to an
operator R defined in the entire space. Consider its adjoint R* and the expression :

(1.6)

fiX) =/( + XR*f + X2R*2f + - + XJR*Jf+ - ;

this is a power series of X which converge in the neighborhood of 0 and the radius
of convergence is at least 1/|| 71*||.
For any h e DT,

UXA),Th- IK)= ifiX), Th)- XifiX),h)
CO

CO

= I iXJR*jf,Th)-X £ iXJR*jf,h)
7= 0

j=0
CO

CO

= (fhTh) + X I O^'-'T^'-y^TmO- AI iX¡R*%h)
7=1

;=0

= (/,Tn) = 0.
This equality means that the analytic functions defined by (1.6) are orthogonal
to AT-xiMoreover, in a small neighborhood of 0 these functions are independent for
any X. Assume that for some X0f¡iX0) are dependent. It means that there exist
constants a¡ such that £"= i aJtiX0) = 0; and a¡ may be normalized so that ax = 1,

Take scalar product with/j :

(1.7) 0 = iÎ= l (A/iOU/i)= 1+1¡ = 2«¡(/¡Jo)+ j I= l X{iÎ= l atiR*%fy).
The /, form an orthonormal system ; therefore the second summand is zero and
for|A0|<l/||7?*||
-3n
OO

B

/

I«2^-'/,./,)|sl(piT^r)

1

\J

2
<
- 3
-HI«'II'

so the right-hand side of (1.7) is greater than 1/3.
Because the deficiency index is constant in the neighborhood of 0 the /¡(A)
span iAT-xi)+.
Remarks, (a) The constancy of the deficiency index is implicitly proved. As a consequence of the independence of /¡(A) it follows that the deficiency index in a
neighborhood of 0 is greater than or equal to that in 0, and the equality is obtained
by "going back" and expanding about a point close to 0.
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(b) This theorem is true also in case of infinite deficiency index by application
of Paley-Wiener theorem on biorthogonal system. As this case is not required in
the sequel the proof is omitted.

Chapter

2. Normal Operators

As was mentioned in the introduction, an "intermediate class" between general
closed operators and symmetric operators will be introduced. In Chapter 1 the
idea of restriction of the adjoint was employed as, for example, in Lemma 1.1.
In this chapter a somewhat more complicated structure will be defined in the

following way.
Consider an operator T0 defined on a dense manifold ; consider its adjoint T*
and a restriction T*czT* and form the adjoint operator (Tf)*. (T* has to be
defined on a dense manifold.) Denote (T?)* by TX:TX=>T0.
Using these notations the spaces Hx and 77*will be introduced. Hx is defined as
the subspace of all / satisfying Txf=Xf; this is the orthogonal complement to
Ar;_x/. Similiarly, 77* is the subspace of all g satisfying T*g = Xg, and consequently 77* is orthogonal to ATo_u.
In orderto define the normal operators additional conditions are required.

Definition 2.1. iT0,T*) form a normal pair if:
(a) T0 commutes with Tf, i.e., if T0/= g, Tx*g= h then fe £>r.; Tx*feDToand

T0Ttf= T*T0f.
(b) The closure of DT>Towith respect to T0 norm is DTo; i.e. for any geDTo
there exists a sequence {g¡}e DT,Tosuch that g¡ -> g and T0g¡-» T0g. The same

property holds for T* as well.
(c) DT*n Hx is dense in Hx and DTi n 77* is dense in 77*.
T0 is normal if T0 has a mate T* such that iT0,T*) form a normal pair.
This definition is quite restrictive. It seems that condition (a) alone will not
furnish strong results in the case of unbounded operators. However, the author
is not convinced that conditions (b) and (c) are the best. They were chosen
because many "natural" operators like partial differential operators with constant
coefficients satisfy these conditions.
In detail : Take a differential operator with constant coefficients 3~ and denote
its formal adjoint by 9~*. T0 will be defined by restricting F to the closure of D
(the set of functions with compact support). T* will be ^~* restricted to the closure
with respect to !T* of D.
Property (b) is valid because D is in the domain of T0T*. Property(c)is valid
because the exponentials are in the domain of T* and Tx and by a known theorem
of Malgrange exponentials are dense in Hx and in 77*. Observe also that any
symmetric operator satisfies (b) and (c) automatically.
In this work most of the results will be obtained for operators having a finite
deficiency index. Even in this case the results call for further investigation.

Lemma 2.1. T*, is invariant in Hx and T* is invariant in H*.
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Proof. If g e DT, and fe DToT*then :

(Tig, Ttf) = ig, T0T*f) = [g, T*T0f) = (Tig, T0/)

= i*g,T0f) = iXT*g,f).
But by property (b) the equality (T*g, T*/) = (ITjg,/) is valid for any fe DT.
which means that T*g e Hx. The same proof holds for the second part.
Theorem 2.1. (r0,TÎ)/orm
a normal pair. T* is regular in a region D and
has a finite deficiency index n.
Subject to those conditions there exists an analytic function of two variables

G(Z,co):
GiZ,co) = co"+ hyiZ)(o"-x + - + h„iZ), ZeD,
having the property: For any Z0 the zeros of G(Z0,qj) are the eigenvalues of
T* restricted to HZo.

Proof. In the case where T* has a finite deficiency index, property (c) of Definition 2.1 may be restated simply as Hx e 7)T..
Choose an arbitrary pointée D. Denote by fu ••-,/„ an orthonormal system inH%.
T* satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2; therefore there exist analytic functions
/j(A) which span Hx satisfying fil) =f¡. (Observe that H2 is the orthogonal
complement of Ar._l7.) By normality hypothesis T* is invariant in Hx, therefore

TtfiX) = t a(,(A)/,(A),
J' = l

oty(A)are numerical functions of A, moreover they are analytic. The proof is the

following: for any ge DTo:(T%ftf.),g) = (/¡(A),^);
(2.1)

t
7-1

therefore

(a0.(A)/,(A),g) = t atJ(X)■(/,(A),g) = (/f(A),T0g).
7-1

DTo is dense in the space; therefore gy,g2,---,g„eDTo may be chosen satisfying
the following property: The n x n matrix ifjiX),gk) is regular in a neighborhood
of X. So a¡y(A)solve the system of n linear equations :

(2.2)

t a,/A) • ifjiX),gk)= iftiX),T0gk),
j =i

k = 1,2,-,n.

Because the right-hand side as well as the coefficients are analytic functions of A,
the solutions must be analytic.
The eigenvalues of T* restricted to Hx are the zeros of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix (ay(A)). Its coefficients are polynomials in the matrix's
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entries; therefore they are analytic functions. So the characteristic polynomial
is of the form co" + hxiZ)con~i + ••• + hAZ) where fcf(Z) are analytic in a neigh-

borhood of X.This is the desired G(<w,Z).
In order to complete the proof it is necessary to show that hAZ) are analytic in D.
As coefficients of the characteristic polynomial they are not dependent on the
special point Xnor on the special choice of/(A). So there is a unique continuation
to the entire domain.
An important special case is when T0 and T* are regular in the entire plane.
Differential operators acting on the closure of functions with compact support
serve again as an example. The Hörmander inequality [2] states that for
any operator ¡F and any feD: \\&~f\\^ C||/|| and C is dependent only on the
domain and on the order of the operator. Therefore \&~f— Xf\\ _C|/||
for

any X, or by the definition of T0 and

|| Tf/-1/1 = C ¡/I

Tf || T0f- Xf\\= C||/|| and

(the sameC).

By adding the conditions of finiteness of the deficiency indices the following
theorem is obtained.
Theorem 2.2. T0,T*form a normal pair, are regular in the entire plane and
have finite deficiency indices.
Subject to these conditions there exists a polynomial in two variables P(Z,co)
having the property: 7/P(Z0,co0) = 0 then there exists an eigenfunction f satisfying Txf=Z0f, T*f=coQf, and iff is a common eigenfunction with eigenvalues Z0,co0, then PiZ0,co0) = 0.

An illustration to the general case will be the proof in the special case where
T0 and T* have deficiency index 1. In this case for each Z there exists only one
eigenfunction/:
Txf=Zf and for each co there exists only one eigenfunction

g-Ttg = g.
By Lemma 2.1 Txf=Zf implies T%f=piZ)f and by Theorem 2.1 piZ) is
analytic function of Z and G(Z,co) = co —piZ).
Because Tf is regular in the whole plane piZ) is an entire function. piZ) is
simple because if piZx) = piZ2) = p, there are two independent functions flt f2 :

Tifi^ZJy ; Ttfx = pfx ; Txf2= Z2f2; T%f2=pf2. Hence T0 would have the
deficiency index 2 in p.
An entire simple function is linear, therefore piZ) = xZ + ß and

PiZ,co) = co- xZ - ß.
In the general case the characteristic function

G(Z,co)= co"+ of-^AZ) + ••• + hAZ)
is a polynomial in cowith coefficients that are entire functions in Z. Fix coico=co0)
and look at the zeros of the entire function in a single variable
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h\Z) = co"0+ con0'1hl(Z) + ■■■+hH(Z).

Any zero Z0 of this function corresponds

to an eigenfunction

g satisfying

T0'g = (o0g; Tyg = Z0g.

As the deficiency index of T0 is finite only a finite number of Z (which cannot
exceed the deficiency index) are zeros of h~(Z), because any zero corresponds
to an eigenvalue of Ty restricted to 77*0.
Therefore Theorem 2.2 will be established by proving the following statement
on functions of two complex variables.
Theorem 2.3. If G(z,co) is entire in z and polynomial in co with leading
coefficient 1 and has the property: for any co0 there are at most m zeros of
G(z,(o0), then G(z,co) is polynomial in z and co.
Proof(2).

For any fixed co G((o,z) = Pm(z) ■eg"(z) where Pm(z) is a polynomial

in z and gJ3) is entire. Fix co¡and obtain the system:

col+ hy(z)cori + - + «„00 = Piz) ■eg™, i = l,-,n

- 1.

So by solving for hk(z) (with subscripts omitted):
h

hk(z) = £ aik ■P¡(z) ■eg,U) + ßk,
¡=i

aik, ßk = constants.

Fix now another co # co¡; then:
co" + î co"-k ( t
t=i
\¡=i

a^z)^2'

+ ft) = Pw(z)e^(z).
/

Group now terms with the same exponential:

(2.3)

Q0(co) + lPs(co,z)eg^

= Pm(z) ■eg»M.

5

Q0(co) is a nonvanishing polynomial in co because its leading coefficient is 1.
Ps(co,z) are polynomials in co and z. This equality as a function in z implies
gj(z) = 0 for all co that are not zeros of Q0ico). Furthermore ö0(co) = Pmiz) and
TsPsico,z)eg'^=0.
The last equality implies that for any s either Psico, z) or gs(z) are zero identically.
In any case the left-hand side of (2.3) (which is G(z,co)) is polynomial in coand z.
Thus the proof of Theorem 2.3 as well as Theorem 2.2 is complete.
Theorem 2.3 does not tell the degree of Giz,co) in co but by using it again
for the operator T* (instead of Ty) the following theorem is obtained.

Theorem 2.4. There exists a polynomial Qiz,co) which has degreemithe
deficiency index of T0) at most in z and degree n at most in co and has leading
coefficients 1 in z and co.
(2) This elementary proof was given by M. Shinbrot.
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Proof. By application of Theorem 2.2 to T* there exists a polynomial Riz,co):
Riz,co) = zm + hxico)zm~l +■■■ + hjco)

having the property that each zero iz0,co0) corresponds to an eigenfunction/:
T*f=co0f, Txf=z0f, and vice versa. But the polynomial G(z,co) has also that
property, i.e., that any function /: Txf= z0f, T*/= co0f corresponds to a zero
(z0,co0) of Giz,co). It follows that the zeros of G(z,ío) and 7?(z,a>) are the same
(they may have different multiplicity). Define Q(z,cu) as the greatest common
divisor of G(z,co) and i?(z,a>), and factor G(z,oj) and 75(z,co) into prime factors:

Giz,co)= QViz,co)Q2iz,coT-QSriz,co),
Riz,co) = Q?,(z,u))-ß2(z,(ay,i-ß;"(z,(a).

a¡ and fi¡ may be zero. Qiz,co) is given by:
0(Z O)) =

nmin[<"'0i] . Qn>¡n[«2,/?2l... QtninUnM^

As Giz,co) and Riz,co) have the same zeros itfollows by Hubert's nullstellensätz
that G(z,co) divides a power of Riz,co) and vice versa. Therefore if for any
i a,>0 then j?¡> 0 and minia,-,/?;) > 0. Hence Qiz,co) has the same zeros as
G(z,cu) and 7?(z,a>). As Qiz,co) divides Giz,co) and the leading coefficient in co
of G(z,co) is 1 it is clear that the leading coefficient in co of Q(z,co) is 1. The same
argument holds for z; therefore Qiz,co) is the desired polynomial.
Corollary
2.4. Qfz,co) can be computed by knowing a finite number of pairs
of eigenvalues pertaining to the common eigenfunctions of Tx and T*.

Because by Theorem 2.4, the degree of Qiz,co) is bounded in z and co. Hence
its coefficients can be computed by knowing a finite number of zeros.
So far nothing was mentioned about existence of normal operators that are
not derived from symmetric operators. The theory of symmetric operators and
their extensions is quite complete and may be extended to polynomials in symmetric operators as well. Therefore it is necessary to furnish an example of a
normal operator which is not a polynomial in a symmetric operator. The example
will also show the structure of a normal operator which is regular in the whole
plane; observe in particular the use of Theorem 2.3 as a guide for construction
of the eigenvalues.
Example. There exists a normal pair of operators (T0, T*) which are regular in
the whole plane. Moreover, there exists an operator T, extension of T0, such
that: T =>T0 ; T* =>Tf ; and R = T'1 is a bounded normal operator. T as well
as R are not polynomials in any symmetric operator. This example is quite
complicated.Because of reasons that will be explained in Chapter 3 the deficiency
index of T0and T* is 2 at least. It is more convenient to construct Rand R* first,

then T and T*, and finally T0 and Tx*.
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Choose any orthogonal sequence {/„} in a separable Hubert space 77and define

Rfn = j—fn',

(2-4)

R*fn = j~/„ ',

"
(ReAfl)2-(ImA„)2

= T;

|A„|^co.

Further conditions will be imposed later on the A„. By this definition R and R*
are bounded normal operators having well-defined inverses T, T* respectively :

Lfn = A„/„;

T /„ = X„fn.

The function g = HfZo^jfj is in tne domain of TiT*) if and only if
l]j°=oIdjXj\2< oo. DT= DT.is dense in 77and Ar = Ar. = 77. T0 and T* will be
defined by "taking out" two functions Z"=0fly// and L^=oDjfj fr°m the range

of T.
They are chosen to satisfy the following conditions:

(2.5)

Z|a;|2=E|&,|2
j=0

(26)

î a^-0.
y=0

°\f.-T.)

(2j)

= l;

j=0

+fc"-°-

-°-+"-(i+y"0-

(2.8) Any linear combination of the series {A„a„}and{!„&„}is noi square integrable.
A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of solutions for (2.6) and (2.7) is:

which by evaluation reduces to (2.4).
Take for the series {bf} any series that satisfy:

(2.10)

CO

CO

T,\bj\2 = l;b4k = b4k+y = biyk+2= bik+3;

I

J-0

|A,.fc;|2= oo

]=0

and define a„ = bniXJl„ + 1/A~„)
and adjust (2.5) by choosing the A„:
(2.11)

A2¡+ 1=A"2¡;

0<ReA4t=-ReA4l+2

+ l.

Thus

I ad - f bb (^ + —) (^- +—)

jmo J J

by evaluating and using (2.4)

j=o J

\ Xj

Xj J \ Xj

Xj J
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Y. h-h
(2ReA; + l)2
jZ0 j j (2 Re A,-+ l)(2ReAy - 1)

by (2.10),(2.11) and grouping indices 4feand 4k + 2.
Similarly

Î«A-Î*A(i'+t)

>=0

i =0

\ A/

*//

The second sum by grouping indices 2i and 2/ + 1.
Property (2.8) is valid by direct calculation.
Define now DTo= 7)r. to be the closure in the T topology of the sequence of
functions :

(2.12)

fAn - 5.j Z= 0AjyV,- £„j=0Aj
Z &/„

n- 0,1,.».

DTois dense in H, because if Zj°=0 Cjfj is orthogonal to DTothen for every n :
(OO

.

00

00

Zc,/,,/„.l-«nZ^/,-¿BZf/,

L

\

=0.

So
00

-

°°

/)

c„=A>„ Z y-c7-+A„bn Z /cj
j = 0 /.j-

^ = 0 *J

which violates (2.9).
As for Aro: by (2.12) a function 2ZfL0cjfjbelongs to A+To
if:
/

00

00

00

\

( Z Cy/y,/„
- änZ öy/y- 5„Z ¿>y/y
1=0,
\j=o

j =o

j =0

« = 0,1,—.

I

Hence ctt- a„Tj°=0Cjäj - b„Zy" 0Cy5y=0.So A^. (denoted also by Hj) is
By the same calculation for Tf: Aj. or 770is spanned by:

generated by the two functions Zy"0ay/y and Zy"oV;- 00 J

(2.13)

Z^ay/yand
j = 0Aj

CO J

Ifbj-fj.
] = 0*j

The crucial step in this construction is the following relation :

(2.14)

Tt( Z ajfj) - Z ajfj= 0; Tx(Î bjfj)) + Z bjfj= 0.
\y=0

/

}=0

\j=0

I

}=0
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Verification of the first equality: for any n
(00

f

CO

CO I

iTy-1)j ïa/,f-â„I^/ri„
=0
An
j = 0Aj

\

lf>/;
j = 0Aj

I

- {Kï -{Yt-íÁHh
■>>
-KM-*■>>
■'>)
= a\(^L-L\[ \A„

£ a.ä (A-A) ]-b [_ fa-b ¡A-A)'

A„ /

y=0

\ Aj

Xj ) J

by(2.6) = - bn+a„IÍJl0ajbj-bnIljlobjbj

[

y=o J y \ Xj

XjJ .

= Obyi2.5).The\eriñcationofthe

second part of (2.14) is exactly the same, except the use of (2.7) instead of (2.6).
After establishment of (2.14) the normality of T0 is easily proved. T0T* and
T*T0 are restrictions of TT*. So in order to prove T0T*= T*T0 it is sufficient
to prove AToT. = Ar.To or Ajor. = A^.r. or to prove that the space 77 of functions g that satisfy TyT*g = 0 coincides with 77 the space of functions h that
satisfy T*Ty h = 0. But it is easily seen that 77and 77 are spanned by :
CO

CO

CO

»

L

(1) I ajfj, (2) I bjfj, (3) I affj, (4) I bffj
j =0

j =0

j"0AJ

j = 0Aj

(using (2.13), (2.14) and the fact that (3) and (4) are in DT = DT.).
Property (c) in Definition 2.1 will be established by proving that DT = DT..
As Ar = AT. = 77 it follows that DTi = DT © 770 and 7)r. = DT. © H*. But by
(2.14) H*czDTi and DT = DT.. So DT* cDFl.Ina
similar way DTl cz 7)r..
In order to prove property (b) in Definition 2.1, it is necessary to construct
in detail DT*To.By arguments similar to (2.12) Dr.To is the closure in the T*T norm

of the sequence of functions:

(2.15)A--d„I-^-/,-è„I^-/,-^

I^/y-^

!

*Lfj.

Property (b) will be proved by showing that AT.= TDT,To. The functions E,-=ocjfj
that are orthogonal

to TDT*Tosatisfy:

( î cjf/f-ä.1 fy-hï hMj-afî-%-fj-ki-rt/A'O
\ j =0

An

j=0Aj

j = 0 Aj

An j = 0 AjAj

An j = 0 AjAj

I

or

c„=AnaBÍM+AA Z te +a„S f& +K f |^-.
j=0

A/

; =0

Aj

i = 0 */*/

j = 0 AjAj

Therefore the sequence {c„} is a linear combination in {Xnan}; {Xnbn}; {a„} ;{b„}.
By property (2.7) only the coefficients of the last two sequences are not zero. As

£j*LyyOjfjand L^f=0bjfjspan A^*the proof is complete.
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Now it is time to prove that T0 is regular in the whole plane. T =>T0and T is
regular at all points but X„, n = 0,l,---. So it is sufficient to prove that T0 is
regular at any X„.
Suppose that for some n X„is in the spectrum of T0. In this case there exists
geDTo, || g || = 1 such that ||(T-A„7)g|| < e. By the definition of DTo (2.12)
g may be chosen to be of the form :

*=Ic4

£-«,

fc=0

Z %fj-Bk Z Uj\

\ Ak

CO

a

j=0

/

Aj

j = 0 "j

co

)

co

\

= Z fj • T I Cj- aj Z ckäk- bj Z ckbk
j =0

Aj\

k=0

k =0

1

ig may be chosen so that only a finite number of the ckare different from zero).

Denote

A = T,^0ckck ; B = Zü°=ocÁ ; d¡ = c¡ - OjA - bjB.

£2è||(T-A„7)g||2

X¿_Xn

= Z

|áy|2

=

Xj

min

Xn

i*n

7=0

Z \dtf.

oo

= z h-K

2 K.|2=min|Ay-A„|2Z
j*n

j =0

Aj

2\

= min|Ay-l„|2 (lJ*n

^
j*n

4" )•

\

An

I

Therefore

i*r*w*(»--=RFïr-.)
or:

(2.16)

z y_>U„P3(l-1--Vmin
|dy|2-'
"' I
min|Ay-An|2;

i#.

^—^
A,.

— >C—,
£2_

£2

On the other hand by plugging back Cjinto A and B and using (2.5):
00

00

dj = Cj —üjA —bjB —aj Z dkäk—bj Z dkbk.
t =o

So ay Z¿°=o^jÄ + bj Z¿°=o ^Á = 0. This equality
Tkx,=odkäk= 0. So

\dna„\2= \ïdkâk\2è
*#n

ZKI2kin

or

-klL<

z ki2 -

which contradicts (2.16).

is true for every;

Z |a*|2
k*n

only if
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So T0 is regular in the whole plane, and the same proof holds for T* as
well. It remains to show that T is not a polynomial in a symmetric operator.
If T = Yikm=
o akSk it follows that the eigenvalues A„of T may be written as

A„= Z akSk; S„real.
*=o

Hence :
m

m

ReX„ = Z Reak ■Sk and ImA„ = Z Imak • Sk.
4=0

*=0

The A„satisfy (2.4):

( ZoReaA*)2

- ( Îjmak-Skj

= \.

As this relation is true for infinitely many S„ the following polynomial relation
in a real variable x is true:
(m

\2

Z Rea*-**

*=o

/

co

i

- Z (Ima^ • x*)2 = —.
*= o

2

But this is true only if Re ak = Im ak = 0 for k ^ 1. Therefore T is a multiple of the
identity, a contradiction.

Chapter 3. Extensions of Normal Operators
Some conditions for the existence of normal extensions will be given in the
first half of this chapter. The problem of necessary and sufficient conditions
seems to be not an easy one, because normal operators are less restrictive than
symmetric ones. Most of theorems in this direction will be for the case where
T0 and T*are regular in the whole plane.
The second half will deal with properties of the spectrum of normal extensions.
In particular the distribution of the eigenvalues of complete normal extensions

will be investigated.
Definition 3.1. !f an extension of T0 is a normal extension if Tis normal.
Definition 3.2. f a normal extension of T0 is a complete normal extension
regular in the neighborhood of zero if Aj = 77 and f-1 = R is a bounded
normal operator
It is easy to produce examples of extensions (in the sense of Chapter 1) of
normal operators which are not normal. Any nonsymmetric extension of a symmetric operator is of this type.
As for normal extensions and, especially, complete normal extensions, the
following theorems will be based on the reasoning below (in the case where T0 and
T* are regular in the whole plane): It is known by a theorem of G. C. Rota [4]
that the spectrum of a regular extension (not necessarily normal) is composed
of a denumerable number of isolated points. By virtue of Definition 3.2, if A is a
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point in the spectrum of T then there exists a function/such that Tf = Xf, T*f = If.

But Tc Tx and T*czT^; therefore Txf=Xf; T*f=lf

Theorem 2.3 may be

utilized now to get :
Theorem 3.1. iT0,T*) form a normal pair of operators regular in the whole
plane and having a finite deficiency index.
A necessary condition for existence of complete normal extensions is existence
of solutions to the equation: Q{X,X) =0.

Theorem 3.2. Subject to the conditions of Theorem 3.1, all the eigenvalues of
a complete normal extension are on the manifold of real zeros of the polynomial

in p and v: Qip + iv,p —iv) = 0.
In a very special case the following necessary and sufficient condition is obtained :
Theorem 3.3. 7/in addition to the conditions of Theorem 3.1 T0 and T* have
the deficiency index 1 then a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of
complete normal extensions ofT0 is: There exists a symmetric operator S0 such
that T0 = yS0 + öl.

Proof. If T0 = yS0 + SI and T0 is regular in the whole plane, then S0 is also
regular in the whole plane; therefore S0 has a self-adjoint extension S. Define
now T = yS + öl to get the desired extension of T0.
Suppose now that there exists a complete normal extension T of T0. In this case
there exists a sequence of eigenfunctions {/„} such that :

T/„ = A„/„; T*/n= A7„.
As Tx =>T and Tf, =>T* it follows from Theorem 2.4 that
X„= xXn+ ß.
Denote Xn= p„ + iv„ and separate to real and imaginary parts to obtain

(Rea - l)p„ - Ima • v„ + Rep*= 0,

(3.1)
'

Ima ■p„ +(Rea + l)v„ + Imj3 = 0.

Define S by:
s=

T - (p0 + ¿v0)7
Ima + i(Rea— 1)"

S is symmetric because Sf„ = t„f„ and t„ is rea /.Because by a direct compuation:
«j, _ ft, + M«- ißo + JVp)f = ,
,H
Ima + i(Rea-l)/n
"J"

and using (3.1) it followsthat Im i, = 0.
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Remark. This theorem explains the choice of deficiency index 2 in the example

in Chapter 2.
The difference between normal and symmetric operators is emphasized by the
following theorems.
Theorem 3.4. T0 is a normal operator regular in the whole plane and having
a finite deficiency index n. A necessary condition for existence of complete
normal extension is: There exist n independent eigenfunction s fj independent
(mod ATo)such that:

Tyfj= Xjfj; T*fj =ljfj ; (/„/,) = 6U.
Proof. If T0 has complete normal extension T then there exists an orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions {/¡} such that Tyf = A,/¡ ; T*f¡ = X¡f. As
Ar = 77 it follows that n eigenfunctions may be picked out of the /, which together
with ATospan 77.
In the symmetric case

Theorem 3.5. If T0 is symmetric then T0 —XI (ImA#0)

is normal. Any

self-adjoint extension of T0 induces a complete normal extension of T —A7.

If T0 is regular in the whole plane then the conditions in Theorem 3.4 are
sufficient and any complete normal extension is self-adjoint.
Proof. The first part is obvious. As for the second part: In the symmetric case
T0 = T* and Ty = T*. Therefore any common eigenvalue z such that Tyf=zf;
T*f=zf is real, hence the extension is self-adjoint.
For later application the following is needed.
Theorem 3.6. T0 is symmetric regular operator. M is defined to be the manifold
of all f orthogonal

to ATo (M -LATo). T is an extension defined by:

DT= DTo®{/.Y, 77=0, feM
Conclusion:

T is self-adjoint.

Proof. T is symmetric because if hx,h2eDTo andfx,f2,eATo

then:

iT\hy +fy],h2 +f2) = iThx,h2) = ihx,Th2) = ihx +fx,T[h2 +/2]).
T is self-adjoint : Any g such that T*g = 0 satisfies: 0 = (T*g, h) = (g, Th)
or g 1 ATo hence geDT.
Moreover Ar. = ATo because for any / -LrAro:
(T*g,/) = ig, Tf) = 0. So any g e DT. may be decomposed into gx +g2 : gx L ATo,
g2eDTo. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.
Passing now to properties of complete normal extensions the following theorems

will deal mainly with local as well as asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues.
These theorems are a direct consequence of normality and are not valid for

general operators.
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Theorem 3.7. T0 is a normal operator regular in Xsatisfying: ||T0/-p/|| ^c||f|
for |p — X\ < d and having deficiency index n. T is a complete normal extension
regular at Xisome point in a neighborhood of X). ^x,---,\pn+x aren + 1 linearly
independent functions which satisfy T^¡ = Pji/v
Subject to these conditions: max^Pj —X\ = min{d,c}.
Proof. The theorem is interesting only in the case where all the p¡ satisfy
| p¡ —X| < d. Without loss of generality X may be set to be zero and ^¡ to be
orthnormal. As the deficiency index is n there exists a linear combination
Z"=i1a¡i/'¡=/ such that/eAro.
If for some /: Txji =0: then a¡ = 0 as well,
because as T is normal T^¡ = 0 implies T*^ = 0 or T*i¡/¡= 0 so i¡f¡1 ATo.
Hence as T ~x is a well-defined operator from AToto H :

t-1/!2

=|| S«5t-vs||2
Í
= min

1

=Z s

a. 12

ft,'

> min -¡—n• Z laJ2
s

Ift2

II ,-11■>

ftl2"

On the other hand as/e ATo: ||/||2 = c2 || T_1/||2. Henee

c2

■^iT-'ff
= "
'"

=
min~|ft|2
= "

nJn

ormax¡|p¡| = c.
In certain special cases (conditions of Theorem 3.6, for example), a better esti-

mate holds.
Theorem 3.8. T0 is a normal
operator
||T0/-p/||
^c||/||
for |v-A|<d
ihaving any
complete normal extension which is constructed
functions of T0 which have eigenvalue X; cp is any

regular
in X satisfying:
deficiency index); T is a
by adjoining all the eigeneigenfunction of T such that

Tcb= pcb,p* X0.
Subject to these conditions \p —X\ = min{d,Cy/2}.
Proof. The construction above does not necessarily lead to a complete normal
extension. In the case it does, assuming X =0, cbis orthogonal to any <basatisfying
Tcbx= 0 or, by the theorem's conditions it is orthogonal to any \¡/: Toi// = 0. Hence

cb= T0fand cb-pf=T0f-(if.
Separate /into components fx in the direction of cb,f2 orthogonal to cb.As T is
complete normal extension cb is an eigenfunction of T satisfying T*d>= peb or
cborthogonal to ATo= p7. Therefore

T0/-p/=-p/2;

T0f=cb = pfi.
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But
^2||/|2=l|ro/||2

= |p|2||/i||2,

c2||/||2á||T0/-p/||2

So by addition
desired result.

= |p|2||/2||2.

2c2||/||2 ^ |p|2{ \\fy \\2 + \\f2 \2} = |p|2||/||2

which is the

Theorem 3.9. T0 is a normal operator regular in the whole plane and having
a finite deficiency index. T is any complete normal extension of T0.
Subject to these conditions there is only a finite number of directions alt—,am
having the property: For any e there exists an n such that all the eigenvalues A¡
(i ^ n) of T are located in the angles bounded by a¡ —e; a¡ + e.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 there is only a finite number of eigenvalues (counting
multiplicity) in any bounded portion of the plane. Therefore it is sufficient to
investigate the asymptotic properties of the zero-manifold of the polynomial
Qfx,y) (Theorem 3.2). So by proving the following lemma, the theorem will

be established.
Lemma 3.1. Any unbounded analytic curve which is included in the manifold
of real zeros of a polynomial in two variables Qix,y) has an asymptotic direction
a, i.e., for any e there exists an R having the property: The direction of the
tangent at (x,y),x2 + y2 ^ R2, differs from a by s at most.

Proof. It is well known that the manifold of the real zeros is composed of a
finite number of points and analytic curves having a finite number of singular
points. Choose R0 so that the only singular point outside a circle with radius R0
about the origin is infinity. Any analytic curve outside this circle is unbounded.
Take one of these curves and denote it by yix). Denote z = x + iy and introduce
new variables by inversion 1/z = £ = t, + in. By this inversion the real zeros
of Q(x,y) correspond to the real zeros of a polynomial Pi^,rf). In particular
yix) corresponds to an analytic curve ??(£)regular inside a circle of radius 1/R0
which has a singularity at zero (at most). Any tangent to yix) will correspond to
a tangent circle to m(£)passing through the origin.
Denote by S(£) the tangent circle at (£,?/(<!;)).By conformity it is sufficient to
prove that there exists a limit to the angle between the £,axis and the tangent to the

circle at the origin.
Denote by (|,/ft the center of S(£), then:
(|-|)2+(»-/?)2

= |2-M2

-izj

= ,'«).

By these two equations | and tj are algebraic in Ç, n(£) and ?/'(£)• As n(^)and n'(£)
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can be developed by Puissex series (fractional power series) and niÇ) is developed
only by positive powers (« = 0 when £ = 0) the functions !(£), /}(£) can De developed to the series :
00

1(0 = r Z a,Z,lk,

ao*0andk integer,

i=0

m) = Z>2 &,£'",

b0 * 0 and / integer.

i=0

Therefore |(ö/fl(ö is close to ia0jb0)i,''ß as ¿-»0. But !(£)#(£) is the angle
between the circle and the £ axis, therefore the limit exists (which may be infinite)
and the lemma is proved.
From these theorems one can draw conclusions about the operator T~l and to
investigate its type, i.e., if it is compact or of Hilbert-Schmidt type, etc.
Definition 3.3. A will be called an essential eigenvalue if there exists a function
\ji (essential eigenfunction) such that iji e DTo and T0\p= X\¡i.
Theorem 3.10. T is a complete normal extension ofT0 regular at 0. A necessary
condition for T~l to be compact is:
(a) There is only finite number of eigenvalues X¡ icounting multiplicity):

x g X¡^ ßfor any x and ß.
(b) T0, the operator T0 restricted to the orthogonal complement of the essential
eigenfunctions, is regular in the whole plane.

Proof, (a) is self evident. As for (b) suppose that there exists a point p such that
f0 —pi is not regular. In this case there are three possibilities :
(i) p is in the continuous spectrum of T.
(ii) p is an eigenvalue having infinite multiplicity.
(iii) p is an eigenvalue having finite multiplicity.
As the first two possibilities contradict the compactness of T~l, it remains to
consider only the third one.
T0 —p7 is not regular; therefore there exists a sequence {/„} eDf0||/B|| =1
such that || f0f„ —pf„ || ^ £„, e„-» 0. As p is an isolated point in the spectrum of T
any/„ can be decomposed to orthogonal components:

/. =/„.i +/..a ; Tfn.i = /i/„,i ; I T/B>2
- p/B>2
1 = x ||/„>21|.
Therefore
en = eB|/B||^|f0//>-p/n|

= |T/M

= lT/B,2-p/n>2||èa||/n>2|.

So
/„ 2 -*0

as n-» oo.

M/»,i + 7y„)2-p/n,2|
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The functions/n>1 are bounded by 1 and as they are in a finite subspace, a strongly
convergent subsequence may be chosen out of them. For sake of simplicity keep
the same index. As /„ =/n>1 +/„>2 is convergent to / and f0f„= Tfn¡1 + T/n2
converges to uf, Dfo contains an essential eigenvalue, contrary to the assumptions.
As for sufficient condition the following holds.
Theorem 3.11. Subject to the conditions of Theorem 3.10 a sufficient condition
for T~l to be compact is: f0 is regular and has a finite deficiency index in the

whole plane.
Proof. In this case the spectrum is composed of denumerable number of
eigenvalues. Moreover Theorem 3.9 assures that the multiplicity of any eigenvalue
is finite (does not exceed the deficiency index).
In case of infinite deficiency index there are examples of compact as well as
noncompact inverses of a complete normal extension.
In some special cases where T0 is regular in the whole plane the lower bound

of T0 - A7 is known (the greatest CiX) satisfying || T0f- Xf\\^ CiX)f). For
example, the Hörmander inequality [2] leads to the estimate || Tf— A/|| jg C ||/||,
independent of A. In these cases the combination of Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.1
leads to estimates of the distribution of the eigenvalues.

Definition 3.4. S a bounded operator in Hubert space is of abstract HilbertSchmidt type if it has the property:

|||s|||-

Z||s<M2<œ

where {(bx}xeJis a complete orthonormal system.
|||S||| is called the double norm of S and is independent of (bx. In case of
Hubert space of functions this definition coincides with the known one :

Sfit) = | Kis, t)fit) dt = gis) ;

j j\ Kis, t) |2 dsdt < co

(7C is not necessarily symmetric). A Hilbert-Schmidt operator is always compact
and satisfies: Z|A„|2 < oo where {X„} is the sequence of eigenvalues (counting

multiplicity).
A wider class is that of operators satisfying Z¡ | A¡| ' < oo. Any of these operators
has the property that a certain power of it (the [Z/2]) is of Hilbert-Schmidt type.
Theorem 3.12. T0 is a normal operator regular in the whole plane having a
finite deficiency index, and satisfying:

\\T0f- Xf\\ZCiX)\\f\\forfeDTo.
T is a complete normal extension regular at zero.

Define:
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Af(R)= min C(A).
Conclusion: If M(R) > R~k+° for R sufficiently large then T ~x is a compact
operator having the property Z|p¡|*+k < oo; p¡ are the eigenvalues of T~l,
counting multiplicity.

Corollary

3.12. Ifk = l then T~l is of abstract Hilbert-Schmidt type.

The proof of the theorem will be via the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. MiR) is a positive continuous function of a real variable which
satisfies MiR)> R~k+C for R sufficiently large, {rji} is an increasing sequence
of positive numbers satisfying: ni+x —n¡ = Min¡). Conclusion: Z; = i(1/m¡)'< oo

where I = max {2, k + 1}.
Proof. If k < I it may be replaced by 1 in the lemma's condition so / may be
replaced by k +1 ; {r/J is an isolated sequence, so it is sufficient to prove the convergence by summing from some nm> 1. For sake of simplicity take nx> 1.
It is sufficient to prove nk+! = (i —l)1 +i where ö is some positive number to be
fixed. The proof will be by induction. Distinguish between two cases.
(a)Bf+1£i1+*,

ib)r,k+1

<i1+>.

In case (a) asni+x>ni it follows that nk+x= iJ +i which is the induction hypothesis.
In case (b) it is sufficient to show: (i + l)1+i -£${ = il+i-nf+\
Because as
ii + l)l+i-il+s>il+s-ii-l)i+>
it follows that
i1+¿-'/Ííí^O-i)1+A-'/?+1=o.

The inequality above reduces to :
(¿ + l)<1+i>/<1+*>-BJ+1

g i»+W<l +*)-,,

or

»i+i -m = ii + if+mi+k)
n, + Mind -ii

- ¿<1+'>/<1+*>.

= ii + i)(1+i)/(1+t) - ¿<1+*>/<1+*>

or
r/

i \(i+i)/(i+t)

n-k+.£p+mi+K> Ul+J-j

-1

-i

.

So applying the mean value theorem it reduces to :
i . x

i

/

nTU*.^
,(!«)/(!
+«>.f±|.-Í. (l+l)

a \d+i)/(i+t)-i

(0***1).
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Or by the induction hypotheses:

^.(i+a)/(i+*h-*+«> ¡(i+sya+k).

1! +
1 // j + JM
ft \(i+i)/(i+*)-i
+ ào. _£.

1 +k

i

\

i)

As for small <5:

1+6

1

e\ (i+á)/(i+*)-i <1.

r+ir (1+t)
And for ô g e/(l + fc- e)

1+5.
,
, . 1 +Ô ,
-,—t(1 + fcv k + £)' =? -,-r
1 + fc- !>
the last inequality is valid which completes the proof.
Lemma 3.3. v(x) is an unbounded curve having the property: For any e
there exists a constant R0 such that the direction of the tangent to yix):
y2 + x2 ^ R2, differs from a fixed direction a by s at most. Then there exists a
cons ant R having the property: The distance between any two points on the
curve:{xy,yixy));ix2,yix2)):y2
+ xf St R2 is comparable with the difference of
their distance from the origin, i.e.:
jx2 - Xy)2 + jyjx2)

- yjxy)y

xl+yix2Y-ix\+yixyYY
Proof. By direct verification.
Proof of Theorem 3.12. It is known from Theorem 3.9 that there is only a
finite number of eigenvalues in any bounded set in the plane, so it is sufficient to
consider the sum of eigenvalues outside a large disc. All the eigenvalues are on the
real-zeros manifold of a polynomial in two variables. Consider the disc that
outside it this manifold satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 3.1. This manifold
contains m analytic curves; each of them satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3.
Therefore there exists a constant R satisfying the conclusions of this lemma for
every curve.
Denote by n the deficiency index of T0 and order the eigenvalues A¡ according
to their absolute value (counting multiplicity).Consider now any block of eigenvalues having mn + 1 terms, i.e., the sequence A, for lz^i<l + mn + 1.There
exists at least one curve which contains n + 1 eigenvalues, and by Theorem 3.9,
there exist at least two out of these eigenvalues satisfying:

hence by Lemma 3.3:

KI_K|S*<IM
2
and by monotonicity :
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\Ai+mn+l\-\Xk\=^^=\x¡rt+^\x,\-k+\
Separate now the sequence {| A,|} to mn sequences
{|^+rmn|}.

s=1,-,bib;

i=l,-,oo.

Any of these sequences satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2, therefore satisfies
its conclusions and by grouping these sequences the theorem is proved as well.
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